Come and celebrate an afternoon of linguistic diversity as UC Berkeley students perform scenes, songs, and poems.

With the participation of the following languages:

ARABIC – HAIITHAM MOHAMED; ARMENIAN – MYRNA DOUZJIAN; CHINESE – LIU LI & MICHELLE LIN; FRENCH – RACHEL SHUH; GERMAN – NIKOLAUS EUBA; HINDI – NORA MELNIKOVA; HUNGARIAN – BORI KOZEK; ITALIAN – CRISTINA FARRONATO & ANAMARIA BELLEZZA; JAPANESE – YURIKO MIYAMOTO CALTABIANO; KOREAN – JUNGHEE PARK; PERSIAN – REZA GHARAHAMANI; PORTUGUESE – SEBASTIÃO MACEDO; PUNJABI – JVALA SINGH; RUSSIAN – ROS HERLING; SPANISH – BEN PAPADOPOULOS; SWAHILI – DAVID KYEU; TAMIL/TELEGU – BHARATHY SANKARA RAJULU; UKRAINIAN – NATALIIA GOSHYLYK & DAVID KURKOVSFIY

Friday, April 15, 2022 • 3-7 PM
Durham Studio Theater, Dwinelle Hall, UC Berkeley

Organized and directed by Annamaria Bellezza, Department of Italian Studies

For more information about the event, please email ambellezza@berkeley.edu
Masks strongly recommended for audience members.

Generously sponsored by the Berkeley Language Center: BLC.berkeley.edu